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HYPER GRINDER

Economical: The roto-orbital system reduces 
the consumption of electricity and chemical 
products. 
Speed:  The rotation of the disc combined 
with the rotary-orbital movement reduces 
cleaning, sanding and polishing times.

Water consumption: A considerable saving of 
water compared to traditional monobrushes.

Easy to use and intuitive: It offers excellent 
performance, maintaining ease of maneuver, 
also suitable for operators who are not 
experienced or lacking in particular physical 
strength.

HYPER ORBIT
HYPER ORBIT is the new rotary-orbital single-brush that makes working on all surfaces easy and fast.
Suitable for treatments such as • polishing, • dewaxing, • shining, • micro-sanding on marble, cement, stone, 
parquet, terracotta and stoneware, Hyper Orbit is also ideal for cleaning delicate surfaces such as carpets 
and rugs. The oscillating head adapts to all surfaces and allows you to work easily even on uneven floors, 
minimizing the workers effort. A complete range of accessories available makes it effective in every situation. 
Taking advantage of the roto-orbital principle with high frequency oscillations Hyper Orbit is surprising for its 
excellent stability and manoeuvrability, even the crystallisation operations with steel wool will be quick, easy 
and effortless. The quick release system of the head and the compact chassis make it a machine that is easy 
to transport but robust and durable.

TECHNICAL DATA

Model
Motor
Watt max

Volt Hertz
Disk Speed
 rpm

Work Diameter
mm

Water tank
Size
LxAxP cm

Weight Kg

HYPER ORBIT 1500 1500 230 50/60 1400 430 18 lt 70x43x128 40

HYPER ORBIT 3000 3000 230 50 1400 430 18 lt 70x43x128 52

Volume Size Weight

0,45 m3 120x60x62 cm 69 Kg

ORBIT
DISC
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Lever to regulate the 
inclination of the handle.

Closed handles to 
protect the operators  
hands.

Water tank in ABS with 18 
litres. Removable with anti 
shock and anti acid.

Rubber wheels of ø 25cm, 
anti - trail, abrasion 
resistants and loads, for a 
facilitated transport.

Painted and treated to 
resist corrosion from 
chemical agents for a 
long duration.

Velcro disks ø430mm

Robust stem, resistant to 
acids for a long durations.

Hyper Orbit can be divided into two parts in a 
short amount of time to facilitate transport.

Hyper Orbit combines two mechanical 
movements: orbital and rotational. This 
technology allows a quick and effortless 
cleaning, in fact the roto-orbital movement 
produces micro-vortices that forces dirt 
upwards allowing the pad to capture it 
without having to use vacuum cleaners 
or chemicals. Even in the most difficult 
operations such as shining, dewaxing and 
micro-sanding, the roto-orbital movement 
makes the work easy and not tiring. The 
roto-orbital movement of the Hyper Orbit 
disk considerably reduces the friction of 
the disk with the surface without any loss 
of effectiveness and with reduced current 
absorption.
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MICRO-CLEANING NATURAL STONES

SHINING

LINOLEUM, PVC AND RUBBER DECERATION

The most versatile 
technology in the world

ELECTRIC KIT 
SPRAYER

EXTRA WEIGHT OPTIONAL
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CARPET SHAMPOO

WOOD SANDING

OIL TREATMENTS WITH RAISED WHEELS

ORBIT
DISC

HYPER PERFORMANCE
HYPER QUALITY
HYPER RELIABILITY

CARPET CLEANING

COMPLETE 
SUCTION KIT
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